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ABOUT THIS PROFILE

developed by Joey Yap Research International

The DRT Personality Profile has been designed to succinctly provide you with an overview of your Personality
Traits, your Social Behavior as well as your General Characteristics.

THE IDEA BEHIND THE DRT SYSTEM
The quality of your decisions can make or break the change you ultimately seek in your career. Better
career decisions come from knowing what CAREER OPTIONS you have at any given point in time. If the
quality or number of options is limited, your ability to make ‘better’ decisions would be
more challenging.
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The DRT or Decision Referential Technology™ refers to the system developed
by Joey Yap Research International, designed to help people make better
decisions in life by analyzing the individual’s personality. It traces its roots
to the principle fundamentals of the ancient time-tested system of Chinese
Astrology (BaZi), which has evolved over the years to become simpler and
more applicable in today’s workforce context. It is a powerful and accurate
system that has proven success and efficacy throughout the course of
Chinese history. The findings are based on a science of complex calculations
and intricate theories, and involve more than the typical Animal Sign forecasts.
More information on this subject is available at www.drtprofile.com.
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HOW YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS REPORT
This report can be used as a Career Development Tool to enable you to:
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Your Characteristics
Your Key Traits
Your Behaviour At Work
Your Recommended Path to Professional Growth

WHAT’S NEXT FROM HERE?
Understanding your personality traits is only the first step to a brighter future. The full DRT Career
Report looks at how your personality shapes your behavior at work, and how that could affect your
overall work performance. It emphasizes on your career options and how you could maximize your
career opportunities.
The DRT Career Report makes reference to your personality and work behavior, and compares the type of
jobs, functions and industries that best fits with your personality profile. It also suggests the likely periods
you may encounter a shift in your career, as well as the favorable times to consider a career move.

HOW DO I GET A FULL REPORT?
To upgrade to a full report, please visit our website at www.drtprofile.com or call us at +603 2284 8080.

Disclaimer:
The purpose of this report is to help you broaden your understanding of yourself and to plan well for your future. This report is only one source of
information. When choosing a career or contemplating a career change, you must also consider your current abilities and skills, your lifestyle, work and
leisure interests, as well as your goals and objectives. You will also need information about specific tasks involved in different occupations and career
opportunities to make an informed decision. This report should never be used in isolation, but always in conjunction with both an interview and a process
whereby your career objectives are discussed with a skilled counselor or trained professional. As you review your report, remember that managing your
career is not a onetime decision but a series of decisions made over your lifetime.
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Like a sturdy tree, you move through life with the sole aim of achieving success. You will always grow
to the maximum capacity in life. You are usually a driven individual are able to handle any situation
and any challenges life throws at you, which is why others have a deep respect for your persistency
and courage.
Thus, you are usually a self-assured, conﬁdent, calm and happy individual and will display a great
deal of self-pride and self-reliant, which enables you to be a true perfectionist in life.

Your Key Traits
Your self-determination in life causes you to be a perfectionist and you will ﬁnish any job you take
on at any cost. Creative at heart, you are often saturated with great imagination and new ideas. You
also tend to be open-minded and this quality spills into your thirst for freedom.
Along with being creative and imaginative, you are also keenly intuitive. You have no problems
throwing caution to the wind and following your gut instincts. This is great because usually your
hunches work out perfectly every time. Hence, you have a deep a deep humanitarian streak inside
of you and you will go above the call of duty for those in need. This trait enables you to increase
your social popularity and also helps you to succeed in both professional and personal endeavors.

Your Behavior At Work
You have strong principles, morals, and values and you do not resort to any shortcut method in order
to get your work done. You believe that by giving your best, you can receive the best. Because of
this, you will enjoy success if you put in the hard work.
You are not only innovative, but also creative and capable of thinking outside the box. This means
that you are known for bringing forth radical ideas and changes to your ﬁeld of work. That is why
you perform better as the head of an organization rather than as a subordinate. Though even as a
boss, you are not domineering but are talkative and diplomatic instead. When it comes to business
matters, your magnetic personality wins again. It is quite difﬁcult to say ‘No’ to your business
proposals and very rarely do your business ideas fail.

Your Recommended Path to Professional Growth
You will have a buffet of career choices to choose from. You can adapt to any to any profession, but
under one condition – you must be in the limelight. Too much routine will choke you; therefore,
you should avoid jobs that involve repetitive tasks. You will be interested in pursuing a career
which involves self-expression such as music, performing arts, business, public relations, counseling,
consulting, advertising and management.
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